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PRESS CONFERENCE OF GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 

HELD MARCH 3, 19fO 

Reported by 

Beverly Toms, CSR 

(This rough transcript of the Governor's press conference is 

furnished to the members of the Capitol press corps for their 

convenience only. Because of the need to get it to the press as 

rapidly as possible after the conference, no corrections are made 

and there is no guaranty of absolute acuuracy.) 

.-.--000---

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Well, good morning, no visitors up 

there in the back row or anything today. Fire away. 

Q. Governor, are you any closer to naming your ~~pointment 

~o the Suprem~J.U:t:? Row long will that be? 

A rive heard some meetings -- or had some meetings with 

the comm:.t~tee on this, they•re aarrowing lists of prospective appoint .... 

ees down. I don't know that a date has been set for this, for the 

naming. We still hav~ore meetings to have or to hold. 

Q. Governor, what is your intention in regard to the vacancy 

created by the death of Mr. Utt? Do you plan to call a special 

election or let the regular election process run its course? 

A No, I 1m sure we will call a SEe~ial electio~, and I'm 

going to set the date for that at the request of people in the local 

districts after the closing date for filing on Marc~O. They prefer 

that way. There is a ~'fl the timing of this is very unusual and you 

do have the thing ct: a special election and the fact of the filing 

date for the primary in which you would have quite a mixup of candida~es 

that might not even enter the -- the special election, but might file 

and still be -- be candidates for the November election. So anyway 

this is what the local people would like to do and in order toi1ave 

one of the two special elections coincide with the primary. 

Q. In other words, you might call a special the firwt week in 

May and then the runoff in June for the --

A Well, I don't know what -- this is what we are contemplating 

no:W, is having the first special earlier and then having the runoff 

co~cide with the primary. 

Q In other words a candidate in the runoff could ~lso be a 

candidate for the full term? 
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A Oh, I think they almost have to, would have to in this one. 

They have got to -- this is what I mean, you have a situation now or 
whoever files being a candidate regardless of whether he enters the 

special. 

Q Governor, the Board of Supervisors in Santa Barbara Coun.!Y 

is looking intdithe possibility of having student body funds -- using 
I 

atudenc body funds to pay some of the damages that were done down 

there last week-end. What do you think of that idea':-

A Well, I know this raises the question of what about the 

students who didn't participate and whose funds would thus be used 

and they weren't guilty of anything. Actually, the only comment I 

could make is maybe this opens up the whole subject of a new look at 

the idea of mandatory fees, b8Cause it is quite possible that a 

number of the students on the campus might not have bee:.:. happy about 

their fz.·:;s being··used to pay Kunstler to come out and m.uke a speech. 

There is ·=- there is a problem with mandatory fees used in whatever 

way. 

Q Governor, Assemblyr;::.;:,n Mulford and Assemblyman MacGilli vray 

asked for a special meeting of the rege~ts to do something about 

inflammatory speakers. Have you responded to their request? 

A Well, my own feeling is that -- yes, they know how I feel. 

My own feeli:!g is that the meeting right now is unnecessary. There 

might have been a reason to call this if Kunstler, for example, had kept 

his dates, but you've seen the example of one school in the University 

system and one in the state college system had both cancellec his 
a 

engagement and therefore seems to me that/special meeting was 

unnecessary. 

Q Governor, I didn 1 t quite understand your answer about the 
.,/ / 

student body funds. Do you think it is a good idea to use them to 

pay for those damages or not? 

A No, I said the only comment I'd make is I think this gets 

into the whole area -- certainly there would be an unfairness to the 

students who minded their own business, who didn 1t get involved in thi~_. 

making them pay for the damage that was created by that little bunch 

of stormtroopers, many of whom were not from the campus, although some 

were, but I think this brings up again maybe for a closer look, and 

that we should sit down and take a closer look at the whole question 

of mandatory fees. 
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Q Governor, what are the reasons, the motives, the issues that 

led up to those outbursts, as you see it? 

A 

Q 

A 

That led up to what? 

That led up to those outbursts. 

In Santa Barbara. Well, it is pretty hard to know what 

are real issues and what are issues, frustrations of students that 

are appealed to by a group that once h!ld.:tr.ouble getting the students, 

appealing to them and -- to arise up and do something and those who 

are doing the appealing have their own axe to grind. There has been 

a problem at that campus with the letting go of the prefessor, but 

there have been other issues. There's been a ferment there brought 

about by a small group of students for a couple of years, and it was 

in this -- and then of course you had the ... stir<; on all the campuses 

that waE r.~eliberately inspired by the sentencing of th2 ~;hicago 7; 

they he.c ~:>.nnounced this, that they were going to appeal for demonstra-

tions al:!.. o7er the country when this took place. And it was in this 

atmosphere that Kunstler came to speak. All I can say about this is 

there is no issue, not one of them, including the letting go of the 

professor or the hiring of a professor that can justify or warrant 

students resorting to violence and destruction of property and en

dangering of human life or a~y other body of citizens doing the same 

thing, and J think it is high ·cime that this country stood back, :..took 

a look at itself, at how far we have gone dow~ the road to trying to 

run government by seeing who can make the loudest noise in the 

streets. There are normal, reasonable channels for regress:!. v·;; griev..., 

ances and the last place in the world we should expect this kind of 

violence is in the academic community. There is no excuse for it. 

Q Governor, Mr. Unruh suggested you should have acted quicker 

in Santa Barbara to forestall violence.down there. What is your 

reaction to that? 

A Well, you'll find that the Sheriff thinks that we acted 

just about as quickly as it was humanly possible to act. And I think-~. 

I think Mr. Unruh knows better, but I think Mr. Unruh just has to 

find some things to say right at the moment. 

Q Governor, you've been saying the last several months, 

predicting further campus outbursts. With your underground system 

or however it is that you have determined all of this, did you antici

pate any of these outbreaks or this one specifically? 
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A No, you can•t -- you can't anticipate a specific outbreak. 

I've told you that all the intelligence reports of any kind that we 

have gotten from variety of sources for several months have indicated 

a change in tactics that there is no let up in the reyolutionary 

fervor but that they were going to turn more from the confrontation 

to firebombi·ng, sniping and so forth, guerilla tactics and this seemed 

to be carried out in Berkeley. There was a kind of re,ersion to 

type, though, at Santa Barbara because then we came back into the 

mass confrontation type of thing, but this is a far cry from having 

intelligence that at a specific moment and a specifi1~1ace they were 
I 

going tq plan a demonstration. 

Q Governor, along that same line, now there is a United - ~' Press International reporter who was held in jail for almost 24 

hours and was not allowed to make any telephone calls c;.;~ .. d subsequently 

that the ~barges were dropped and he was released. And we understand 

that you : . .aa.de an inquiry into this and that do you have any report 

or do you have any statement to make on this? 

A No, I don't as~et. 
I 

I did make an inquiry, naturally, I 

want a report on this because, again, no one's civil rights should be 

violated. On the·· other hand, war correspondents have to realize 

that sometime they are going to get -· 

A 

Q 

(Laughter) 

He should be happy he was captured ~:J. th the good guys. 

(Laughter) 

If we can switch from war to taxes, the CTA finally got 

its ballot inttiative on the ballot and the question is will you 

campaign vigorously against it and how do you persuade people not to 

uote for a tax cut? 

A Well, because again this is the -- what I referred to as 

fraud ane day, which angered all of the people who introduced this 

I still think it is not a bad choice of words, this is not a tax cut. 

This holds up the possibility of reducing the property tax by a 

billion dollars and makes no -- and doesn't say one word about where, 

however, you are going to get the billion dollars you must get to 

replace that lost revenue. Yes, I will actively oppose it because 

I -- I think it is ill-advised and a very follish proposal and I think 

that the tax reform proposal that we have before the legislature is 

the -- is a proper way. We have spelled out what the prop;i rty tax 
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reduction will be a1 ..... we have spelled out where vhe money will come 

from to make this possible, and we have also guaranteed that there will 

be no increase in the total revenues the state is getting by way of our 

proposal. The other is a snare in delusion. 

Q Do you feel 1t is essential to get -- try and get your pro-

gram through the legislature before the election in an effort to defeat 

this propos:ltton on the ballot? 

A Even if this wasn't on the ballot, we want ours and we want 

it as quickly as we can get it. 

Q 

Q 

A 

Governor, on another subject. 

Taxes, one more question. 

Taxes. 

Q Governor, have you taken any recent soundings; are you 

optimistic that your program, which I understand will be formally 

introduced tomorrow, will go through the legislature this year? 

A Yes, 11m reasona~ly optimistic. I know that that can make 

a fellow sound iike a tightrope walker. What can often happen in the 

legislature, but I know that in the Assembly the leadership there 

believes this can move. It is first of all, opponents are having 

a di~ficult time finding some good legitimate reasons for opposing 

it. 

Q Governor, on taxes, one more. Senator Walter Stern said 

over the week-end he wasn't too optimistic about your ~rogram ~ 

getting through the Senate and he particularly said that he expected 

only the withholding feature would get by. And I was wondering if 

that would be acceptable to you to just get a bill through on with

holding alone, not tie it into the property tax relief. 

A No, it wouldn't be acceptable to me. I want ~x reform 

and I think that I think that what he was referring to was that 

in an election year any time you redistribute taxes you run the risk 

of one block of voters, a group of voters that thinks perhaps it is 

being shifted unduly to them will get unhappy and this might be 

reflected in their conduct at the polls. I dontt think he was 

expressing any personal opposition to this program. I still believe 

in spite of the fact that it is an election year that this is a risk 

we have to take. There is a group in California that are being 

unfairly taxed ati the moment and those are the home owners. Now, I 

grant you that if we were political in the political year the normal 

thing is to try and take as much tax as you can off the whole spectrum 
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of voters and apply it to one particular group i,,nat you believe is 

outnumbered in the voting and we, it is true, have done the reverse. 

We are applying taxes to everyone in an effort to relieve one particular 

block of voters, and I think the people are intelligent enough to 

understand th~s and I am optimistic the legislature is going to bring 

this program down to us. 

Q Governor, are you beg1nl.).1ng to get cencerned that the 
/ / 

State Senate's inability to pesolve its own internal li£a.dersh1p pro-

grams is reaching a point where you mafnot get any kind of legislatio~ 

worthwhile out of the ~-~"~_Sen~tej Bitterness is increasing and 

the split is increasing so that you are not geing to get any place. 

Well, so far, there again th1$ is an internal matter within 

the Senate, but so far I have to point out that at no time has our 

legislat::ve program been involved in this or have there '.:leen sides 

taken or.. that. In fact, the partisans on all sides of the internal 

dispute up there have announced their support of this legislative 

program so I just have to assume that whatever there is going on within 

the Senate internally is not going to reflect in the manner in which 

they treat Jsgislation that comes over to them~ 

Q Governor, it is becoming common practice in California now 

for candidates for public offiee and legislators as well to use cover

up names on their campaign income and expenee~:aheets to mask the 
• 

real identity of the source or campaign income. 
.a>t.--w~-~--~~~--™' ____ _ For example, a 

lobby group donates to a campaign, the candidate may say, well, send 

me a cashier's check and then on their statement they will list the 

name of a ~- on the cashier's check which is a bank teller, not the 

real source. The Assistant Secretary of State seems to feel this is 

a violation of the law, but it•s never been tested. Do you feel 

the Attorney General should:&ook into this or the Secretary of State 

should police this more fully': 

A Well, you brought something to me I hadn't heard about or 

that this was going on. I just confine myself to saying I thtilk 

it is another reason why the conflict of interest bill that's now 

before the legislature should b~passed and passed just as quickly as 

possible. I think that a number of things of this kind are 

tightened up with the full disclosure provisions of that. 

New subject, Governor. 

threatened by a strike of employees and doctors, what do you think of 

this as a tactic? -6-



A Well, are we talking about a public hospital there? 

Q Yes, sir. 

A Well, I have to still stand in my belief that I do not believe 

that public employees have a right to strike. I dcn 1 t think you 

can strike against the people. It again seems to be a part of the 

same thing I conunented on a moment ago, arout demonstrations and 

violence as an answer to solving problems. The man who's known as the 

Father of the American Federation of Labor probably,the one man that 

was the greatest labor statesman that we have seen in more than a 

century, Samual Gompers, was one who said that a strike means that 

conununications bave broken down. And he said a strike is only the 

last desperate resort when there is nothing else to do. He said, 

regardle'."' ~: of how small the difference is or the figure that you are 

discussing you should always fight to keep something fo:i.,, discussion 

to keer: ,,·,y.'. at the table negotiating. And 25 years in &. labor union 

myself ar:.:i 2.s an officer of that union, I subscribe to that. I 

believe that there is a tendency within the labor movement today 

to simply .§_trike first and then negotiate. I don't believe in that. 

Q Ax-~ . .:.ither subject. 

A Yes. 

Q Governor, the industrial accidents have increased in the 

State of California and there seems to be a hangup going on over 

the industrial safety division in San Francisco, including your 

appointee, Jack Hatton, the Assistant to the Chief Vincent White and 

Mr. Sherman. Is there any Plans for changes over there? A.c~: you 

going to ask them to do anything? 

A Well, we have started a dri.ve with regard to industrial 
--~-"""-·~-

accidents and certainly within the state ourselves, we are concerned 

about the great increase within the state in on-the-job accidents 

that is several times §reater than the industrial accident rate outside. 
. I 

I don't know specifically, this hasn't been brought to my attention yet, 

as to specific recommendations as to what's going on over there. 

I'm sure it will be. 

Q What kind of contingency plans his the administration making 
) 

in event rroposition 7 fails to pass? 

A Well, I've asked the Finance Department before June to come 

up with all the plans for not only this but for things like the previ

ous issue that we were talking about that's going to be on the ballot 
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with regard to the tax program, as to what we would have to do so 

that we can tell the people of California what ch-0ices they have, 

what we'd be faced with if this happens. And I know Verne Orr re-

cently told some of you that some of the taxes, just offhand, that would 

have to be increased to meet the)roblems that would result from this, 

and this evidently wasntt the way to go because everyone ran out and 

announced that we were going to increase the sales tax or something, 

and the people didn't quite understand what we were talking about, 

but theuretically I think we have to do this. I think we have to be 

able to say to the people in the event of the failure of the~assage 
of' a certain thing on the ballot this would be the result. This 

is what we would have to do, and there is no question but that Allan 

Post was rj_ght when he said our budgeting at the moment, all of our 

look-ahz::ad financially is based on the passage of 7. ·- 6.on 1 t believe 

there i~ going to be a drastic change in the bond market between now 

and ;1 :..J..ne, v;, :.i ...:h V'·lvuld ahange that thinking .. I jut tell you here 

that if there is anyone concerned about the fate of California they 

should become a missiona11 y on behalf of the passage of Proposition 7. 

Q 

A 

Wei.l, what is going to happen if it doesn't pass? 

Well, I don•t have all of those detailed plans as yet. 

just - I 1ve just ordered them put together, what we would do and 

what we would have to do. 

I 

Q Governor, Assemblyman Unruh has made much of the fact that 

you campaigned in 1966 against campus unrest and yet campus unrest 

has been much greater during your administration than previous~y. 

What is your answer to these charges and how do you explain them? 

A Well, I hope that Mr. Unruh ~as also explained that the 

Governor of California isn 1 t in 50 s.tates and there has been a great 

increase in this kind of violence on campus and off thro1:<shout all of 

the 50 states. I think you would also find that back t;~1:3re I warned 
J 

about this kind of escalation. Now, Mr. Unruh may occasionally stumbl~ 

oner the truth, but he usually gets up and goes on as if nothing had 

happened. So he ts ignored certain othe1.0 things that I never made any 

promises of being able to solve this. I was quite critical in 166 

and I 1 ve been critical in 1 67, •68, 169 and up to the moment of the 

administration of the universities where they have been unwilling to 

meet this head on and to grapple with it and I have repeatedly stated 

'that we are limited to bringing about a restoration of order with 
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force once disorder breaks out, but that the real solution lies on 

the campus and until administrators are willing to do what Senator 

or what Chancelle;r Cheadle Ciiid the other day at Santa Barbara and in 

advance lay down a ee~tain framework of rules and say that anyone who 

engages in this activity and is seen or apprehended will automatically 

be separated from the university, We are going to continue to have th1s· 

kind of trotible. Now, there are encoura~ing signs that they a.re 

beginning to finally see the light as was evidenced down there, as was 

evidenced in the cancellation or the speeches by Ku5$tler. But I 

think there is ~- there just is no otheP way. I criticized then --

I critieized the appeasement tactics that were f~llowed in 165 and 

166 in the disturbances that were then breaking out at Berkeley. I 

am still critical of' appeasement and just be hopeful that, as I say? 

that thf.::i·:.; is going to be a change of attitude. 

Q Governor, what do you tlhink will emerge as this number one 

issu,;s 1l· ···- and the primary issues in the gubernatorial race this 

year? 

A Now, that depends on whose campaign you are lo!Siking at. I 

would think that a :Republiaan campaign would be waged on what we have 

done and what we ha:v.e.:started to do in these three years and whether 

it is valuable to the people to keep that going, 

of, antique furniture isn't going t~ be aA issue. 

(Laughter) 

One thing I 1m sure 

Q In the year or c~ampus disturbances 1sn 1 t there something 

else the state ean do besides go in with force and rest:re ore~&:.:.", such 

as when there are issues, it is gouging rents by landlords alleged, 

police harrassment and so on? Isn•t there something the police --

that is the state can do, sort of an arbitrator? 

A No, once again we get into the area so jealous:.v guarded 

by the university of academic freedom. Now, the unive:cdtty -""' and 

I think this is true of every campus, does have a housing office 

and they have people on the cam.pus who set certain rules and rates and 

so forth and negotiate out with outside landlords for the protection 

of the students and there is also a grievance center for tre student 

to bring his grievance or pretest, if he feels that he's been treated 

unfairly by anyone in the field of housing. Now, this has been true 

at Santa Barbara. I have to suspect at Santa Barbara now •• I'm not 

going to say that there aren't landlords that are probably trying to 
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get around certain regulations and rules, I'm sure there must be, 

nothing bats a hundred per cent, but I thinlc also you have to assume 

that the same thing has been going on at Santa Barbara and the Isla 

Vista area as has been going on over in Berkeley, trying to create an 

issue in Berkeley, they are drumming it up as a rent strike, that type 

of thing, among the street people and hope they can also involve some 

students. But there is due process and there is an agency now set 

up and has been for:~·years on the campus to meet these problems. 

SQUIRE: Any more questions? 

Q Governor, will you be formally announcing your political 

plans a week from today? 

A Tune in. 

SQUIRE: Thank you, Governor. 

---000 __ _ 
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PRESS CONFERENCE OF GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 

HELD MARCH 31, 1970 

Reported by 

Beverly Toms, CSR 

(This rough transcript of the Governor 1 s press conference 

is furnished to the members of the Capitol press corps for their 

convenience only. Because of the need to get it to the press as 

rapidly as possible after the conference; no corrections are made 

and there is no guaranty of absolute accuracy.) 

---000---

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Well, no opening ttatement. Just good 

morning, so --

Q Governor, has there been any resolution to the question of 

the line authority of the Chancellor of the ~ate Colles;e system and 

the local state college presidents? I'm thinking of Dumke 1 s decision 

to fire n professor at San Jose State and going over the head of the 

local San Jose State President. Has there ~een any resolution to 

that question? 

A Well; this was one of the discussions, as you were told the 

other day at the Trustee 1 s meeting, that I myself have felt for a 

long time that in the changeover from just a group of independent 

teachers colleges to a state college system there never have been 

a clear delineation of authority with regard to the Chancellor's office 

and the individual Presidents, and the audit committee of the Trustees 

now has this under study and in with the Chancellor 1 s office and 

the Presidents are going to Rttempt to lay down this line similar to 

what we have in the University where we havenit had that same kind of 

overlapping of friction. 

Q Governor 8-

A Well, right here and then you. 

Q Governor, in view of your reception on some college campuses 

on your recent tour what's your feeling now about Proposition 1, the 
~ 

Health Bond issue on the June ballot? Will you support it or supr0rt 

it actively, or -- this is the one that would.provide bond funds for 

the increase in sixe of medical schools Qna various campuses. 

A Yes, I know the proposition and I've talked to the leaders 

of the committee for this. There is no question about the need for 

expansion and enlargement of the medical facilities in our -- facilities 
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in our medical schools. We are not producing the doctors here to --

to actually keep up with loss by attrition. We are going down instead 

of up, the number of doctors that we have in California. I hope that 

the people will make a difference here and not emotionally get so 

aroused by such demonstrations as Santa Barbara that they just kind 

of take an act of vengence because tr.ere is a need fer this, but 

this was one of the things I said that a Regents with regard to the 

mor~tringent rules that are new imposed with regard to disorder, that 

the University has a responsibility, too. They have got to prove 

to the people of California that they share their concern and that 

they are going to take action to see that these demonstrations are 

brought to a halt. I hope it will. Of course, again, they have to 

tie it to Proposition 7. It isn't ging to do any good to pass Propo-

sition l without Proposition 7 and have a bond issue approved and not 

be able to sell the bonds. 

Now, wait a minute, Sid first and then you. 

Q Governor, the Senate Transportation Committee 

SQUIRE: Let 1 s finish on this one subject. 

questions on this one subject? 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Is yours on this subjact? 

Q It is on ~osition 1. 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: 

Then we will come back to Sid. 

(Laughter) 

Is that close enough? 

Any more 

o. K., go ahead. 

Q Well, no, it is about legislation, about the two-thirds 

vote for raising taxes. 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: All right, Sid. 

Q I was going to -- Governor, the Senate Transportation 

Committee yesterday for the first time approved a constitutional 

amendment and bills which would divert gas !ax mone~ to rapid transit 

and smog research. What is your reaction to this action? 

A Well, I haven't seen the -- what they did. My own reaction 

has been that we in the administration have said that we would favor 

permitting local communities any one of several courses, to do what 

they wanted to do with their share of the tax -- funds, or permit:sion 

as we have already one or two examples for local community to .impose 

either a sales tax or a sales tax on gas or a gas tax of their own 
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in their community for rapid transit. But I recognize the logic 

statewide of' using gas tax funds with regard to smog, because I think 

here again this is a proper use of a tax, just as the gas~line tax 

supports highway builqing and maintenance of highways, well, I think 

that the automobiles creating the smog, there is a responsibility for 

the users to contribute by way of that tax. 1 1 ve never objected to 

that. 

Q Are you in favor of diverting this one cent for smog research 

but not for rapid transit, is that correct? 

A Well, as I say, I dontt know what it was that they passed. 

I have felt -- I have felt that the local communities faced with 

rapid transit problems should be allowed revenue sources, be able to 

raise revenue even up to and including imposition of ta~es on the 

gasoline tax. I have not favored a general use of the statewide 

gasoline tax for local projects of that kind. 

Q Governor, if you should get a bill which diverts -- speci-

fically diverts g;asol!,n.e t~x to ra;gi<i traMJ t
1 

would you veto such a 

bill? 

A 

answer. 

Well, now you are asking me a question you know that I never 

I 1m not -- I won't answ~r veto or sign until a bill gets 

to my desk, not when it is just up there in an embryo stage. 

Q Well, Governor, you already said tho~gh that !t;·1would be 

all right with you to allow local governments to use their share of 

the gas tax. 

A 

Q 

Q 

We have stated that publicly and we have done that already. 

That 1 s what this bill does. 

Governor, several weeks ago you said regarding mass transit 

that it should be developed for the sake of those who for one reason 

or another cannot provide their own transportation, and that kind of 

philosophy would mean there wouldn 1 t be very many cars removed by a 

mass transit system. 

A I said that I thought that the first and primary need of 

rapid transit, that's right, should be for those people who require 

public transportation. This is basic. They certainly should not 

he denied mobility because they don 1 t own or drive a. car. But bey0nd 

that point I think the point in -- we are speaking of my remarks 

which were very brief over in tre conference that had been called. 

What I was trying to express was my belief that you cannot bring 

about rapid transit by planned congestion. 
-3-
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as it exists, but you don't set out deliberately to say, "We will 

create the need for rapid transit by refusing to build highways for 

the people that are providing their own mobility, their own automobiles. 11 

Now, some peopae have advocated this necessity, see, let's stop the 

highway building and force people into rapid transit. As I say, 

this is government planning congestion to bring about something that 

government is determined is in the people's interests and the point I 

was trying to make was that I think the automobile, whatever faults 

and problems, such as smog, must be corrected; that the automobile 

has given man the greatest individual freedom of mobility that he has 

ever had, and it would be a step backward to suddenly deny man this 

because we are concerned ~bout the problems that still remain to be 

solved. 

Q Governor, do you mean by that, and by saying that mass 

transit is only for those who cantt afford their own transportation, 

that you object to the idea of mass transit on a regional basis to 

solve a commuter problem? 

A No, I said that the first premise of rapid transit is to 

recognize first of all that you need it for a certain proportion of 

your population. You start with that. Now, I'm not denying at all 

that the carrying on in the local community or regional community such 

as BART, this idea of it, but you dontt at the same time say, not 

only will we create it, but we will create an even greater need for 

it by denying those people who prefer to drive their own cars the 

highways upon which to drive them. 

Q Is there some way to coordinate the construction of mass 

transit with highway construction? 

A Well, I think it should be a plan of -- this is why we 

have an over-all transportation commission or task force now is to 

review the whole problem of transportation, not only within the state, 

in and out of the state, and between our cities and within our cities, 

to find a whole master plan that will meet all the needs of our people 

and this inclu.:0.es those who drive cars as well as those who would 

prefer the other. 

Q Well, though, Governor, wouldn't it be an easier attempt to 

remove the automobile from the congested area, from a smog and con

gested standpoin~ be a criterion for rapid transit? 

A Well, I donrt exactly understand. 

Q Not deny the people the use of the automobile, but to 



from the congested areasZ 

A Well, now, when you say that, let 1 s take a look at the 

situation on the Oakland Bay Bridge. In the rush hours approximately 

50 per cent of the people using the Oakland Bay Bridge are doing so 

in rapid transit, they are using buses, public transportation. 

Now, all I'm trying to point out, once again, is you -- you have a 

balanced tnansportation plan. You meet the needs of the people and 

the desires of the people. I think that's the function of government, 

to be a e0nvenience for the people, not the other way around. And 

you don't do this by deciding in government that people shouldn't 

drive their cars so you are going to create delive~tely congestion 

by refusing to build needed bridges and highways. 

Q Well, Governor, if the public transportation takes 50 per 

cent of the traffic on that bridge, they also create about say 10 

per cent of the congestion. The big congestion, it seems to me, is 

in the automobile, the private automobile, not the mass transit. 

A Well, I 1m not I'm not denying that. But people dvidently 

prefer this. We once, as I have said before, we had a pretty good 

rapid transit system in Los Angeles, it was called the Big Red Cars 

and they disappeared simply because people didn 1 t ride in them. 

People preferr~d, even in thefcongestion, driving tGeir own cars 

on the highways. 

Q Governor, what do you think then of the idea of doubling 

""""' the toll on a bridge with the purpose of trying to economically force 

people out of automobiles and into some kind of public transportation? 

A I know some economists rRve suggested that we should use 

more of the private enterprise rules that, like if you have a theatre 

hit that's a smasl)you double the prices because the traffic will 

bear this. And so they ha.v.e~,suggested that we are going at it 

wrong by lowering the tolls as we have on almost all of the bridges 

in these last three years$ this administration has been here, we have 

sizably reduced them and some people have suggested that in a rush 

hour we should increase the tolls on the basis of supply and demand) 

that more people want to use it so you make it costlier for them to 

use it at that rush hour and try to spread it out or deny them the U.Fle. 

I 1 m not sure that this is -- in fact I don 1 t think that gover:nment 

again should be in the position of forcing people into 2omething Khen 

the people have evidenced and shown their own desire to do it a 
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different way. 

Q Governor, if the wtate is building freeways because people 

want them presumably, is the state then in competition with local 

governments that you say ought to be allowed to build rapid transit? 

Aren't they in a tenable position of competition then? 

A Well, no, I think you find the local community is still 

made up of the same citizens of the state and they express their need 

and desire for a program of this kind, with these freeways. Again, 

it comes down to what I said before about our commission, that you 

have to have a commission as we have now that looks at the whole 

transtvrtation need of the state and the whole problem as a coordinated 

thing without that idea of competition between one kind of t~ansporta-

tion or another. 

Q Governor, what would be the difference between using state 

general state gasoline tax fund to build a freeway through thepeart 

of Los Angeles and using the same general. tax fund to build a ra2id 

~ransit syst~~ through? 

A Well, because the state's use of its own gasoline share of 

the gasoline tax funds as a part from that that is designated for 

county roads and city streets, is based on a formula for population, 

those who are paying in the tax and is based on a statewide tr.ansporta-

system or highway and freeway system, and built wit.hin that formula, 

within that plan, the people have an opportunity to register their 

dissent or their approval if that plan gets out of way and unnaturally 

favors one community as against another. 

Q But, Governor., don't sections of that plan., like in Los 

Angeles, meet regional needs, really, of commuters, rather than state

wide primarily such a.s a regional mass transit system would do? 

A Well, I think it shouldn't get out of proportion to the amount 

of people that are using it~ In other words, thepretically the 

highway system is supposed t-0 be with the division based on population 

so that the tax-paying segment does not get more than its share than 

it is paying in. Now, the controversy that raises in the legislature 

every once in a while is the belief that some of the rural areas are 

getting more than their share. The def'ense of the rural area is 

that the highways that are built tnere are built also for through 

traffic, people from the cit1ef:who are using these as transportation 

from one city to another 1 o~f' 'lo~ali ty to another. They are net just 
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hir;hways being buiL, for people who live in the.... particular county or 

a:i·ea. 

Q Another subject? 

Q I've another question 

Q Another subject. 

Q Governor, when you say that people want to use their own 

cars, do:1 1 t want to use the mass transit, are we in a position now 

where it appears clearer and clearer that there isn't any more room 

for the~~r own cars and that the environment, the air, can 1 t take any 

more o~ the -- that 1 s discharged by the automobiles into it, what do 

you do then? 

A Well, if you are going to tie this to smo~ you've got to 

separE.te the two between room ahd smog. Smog is a problemthat 1 s got 

to be solved within the fuel source and the combustion engine as 

to wtether it can be made non-contributed to smog or whether we are 

going to have to look for another power source. I think every indi-

cat1Jn, every evidence is today that the combustion engine is going 

to te able to lick this problem. I anticipate breakthroughs, not 

only in fuel, but in the engine itself as a matter of fact I think 

the engine probably on next year's car is going to come very close 

t'.fieeting the standards that we ourselves have set for a few years 

.:Chead. Room, congestion, yes, this will create the desire itself, 

but this is why rapid tnansit decisions, I think, largely are made 

within the community itself. This is why we are ready to let them 

vote the source of revenue within the community, but I don't see 

why -- why we should propose that the people in Modoc County should 

help the people in Los Angeles get to work on time. That 1 s a Los 

Angeles problem. It is a regional problem, when I say Los Angeles, 

of that area, people principally who will use it. 

Q Governor, aren 1 t all these standards for 

standards for gasoline engines based on the theory that there will 

also be some control on the unlimited production and use of automobiles 

in this country? 

A Yes, I don't think anyone is tied down to the idea that 

some day we are going to ration them or restrict the numbers of them. 

The idea is to produce a clean enough motor so that in great numhe.'l.·s 

or as the numbers continue to increase the way they have they will 

not be a contributor to air,polluti~..:. And there is et'ery reason 

to believe that this can be accomplished. 
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Another suoject. ·Q 

A Well, now if we are going to be to another subject, we have 

got a first bidder down here. 

Q Governor, the action by the State Water Quality Control 

Board cracking down on £Ollution in §an Francisco B§:X is drawing quite 

a bit of fire from the cities involved, sanitary districts, contractors. 

MGY6r Alioto is scheduled to speak before the board this coming 

Thursday. Do you now see any reason or any need for the board to 

!;ull in its horns or modify its tough standard in view of this 

opposition? 

A Well, I understand that the Board -- that's its responsibility 

is this battle against pollution and there is no question that 

the Board is not engaged in or does no~,want to engage in stopping 

normal progress or building or interfering with any one segment. 

There is more than the construction industry, just the sewer connec

tion to private liability buildings that has to do with pollution. 

By the same token the Board is concerned that as we set out on a 

fight and are going to spend hundreds of millions of doll~rs to cure 

to end pollution that we don 1 t go on carelessly increasing it at the 

very time that we are trying to decrease it. Now, I -- I think 

that there will be agreement, I think that there -- there have been 

steps made already that -- over in San Francisco, steps that could 

have bean taken before as a result of the Board's action are now going 

to be taken and I think then as we see this kind of progress that 

thejbuilding, construction, can go on. 

Q Are you saying then that you favor the Board pulling in 

its horns that its mission has been accomplished now? 

A No, no, and I'd rather refer you to the Board. That's 

tlieir· i'unction and I -- I actually havenrt seen --

Q You put out a very strong statement the same day the Board 

acted, that's why I thought you might want to comment on it. 

A Well, I have commented. I think that progress has been 

made. I understand some announcements have been made of steps that 

are going to be taken, particuJa rly in the Bay area and I think that 

some -- because I can nnderstand the economic necessity of going 

ahead with -- but no one has said they couldn't bu1 let~ tl1ey Ba.td 

they couldn't connect to the sewers. 

(Laughter) 
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Q Another Eh .. ,ject? 

A Yes, now wait a minute 

Q Governor, yesterday the Controlier 1 s office reported that 
~ 

the state has spent $466 million at this point more than it's taken 

in. What is the projection for of the fiscal year or are 

steps being taken now to balance? 

A Well, this is -- this is our low point.. Thif s the cash 

flow problem that cracked the concrete around my feet. In-- we are 

right at the depth of tt~preceding the April 15 income tax day, when 

we have every year of the great borrowing that must take place. 

The problem that caused me to change one of my cfuerished views was 

the fact that this period now, the borrowing, has become so great 

because of the increased reliance on the income tax that we must 

level out and have a better flow of income through the period 

basically from, oh, about December to April 15. If our tax reform 

prograr4-s 
~ ~ 

passed, it is even going to be -- this cash flow problem 

going to be increased because in this period now before April 15 

is 

we will ha~e to give the money to the local governments that we will 

be collecting for schools and for welfareJ for county.arid government 

and for local school districts. So there is nothing unusual in 

this except that as we ourselves pointed out here in~ that press 

conference on the tax reform program, that -- we pointed out that the 

problem of borrowing -- interfund borrowing is becoming greater than 

the amount of funds from which we have to borrow. This year it is 

even exaggerated by the hundred million dollars that we are lending 

to the water program to 

whole problem is passjhe 

flow problem at the sane 

keep it in operation. So the answer to this 

tax r~~qp~, 2ros£~.m..and we will cure our cash 

time. 

Q Without the passage of the program will the books balance? 

PAUL BECK: The Controller's report said that it would. 

A Yes. 

Q Governor, you are meeting shortly with Norton Simon. What 

will you tell him that your position is as far as the primary for the 

U s. Senate s? 

A My position would be what 1 t •·s always been in the primary, 

Senator Murphy knows that. I remain neutral in the primary, but 

I ~11 certainly let every candidate know that I expect them to abide 

by the 11th Commandment, and I will expect the other candidate8 in 
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that race, as all other races, to do what Senator Murphy has already 

announced ne intends to do and that is state that he will support 

whoever is the winner of the primaryo Now, any Republicancandidate 

in a primary who is unwilll~ng to abide by those provisions, then I 

think he doesntt have any real demand on neutrality by anyone. 

Q If a candidate in a Republican ~rimar~ violates the 1ll!l 
C~]\lffiandment_and goes nn to win that primary, would your regard for 

him as far as the general election be affected at all? 

A Well, I certainly wouldn't have a gleam of tender affection 

in my eye when I looked at him. I think that before that time, with-

out waiting for the election, I think that the party and I would join 

the party in having something to say to a candidate that did violate 

the 11th Commandment. 

Q Governor, if Mr. Simon raises what he feels is a legitimate 

objection about the Technicolor issue would you Senator 
~----

Murphy? 

A Yes, because I don't think it is a legitimate complaint. 

I think that 1 s been cleared up, it should be, to everyone's satisfac

tion. 

Q But the candidate might not think it has been cleared up. 

It is q questionable pr9priety on Senator Murphy's part that might 

be alleged. Doesn't the 11th Commandment then block public review 

of this? I mean isn 1 t the function of a candidate to call attention 

to what he thinks is an impropriety? 

A No, I think that I've always believed that in a primary you 

run on what you expect to do, what your philosophy is, how you would 

conduct the office if you were in, and you do not necessarily have 

ta run against another candidate who may turn out to be the party 

candidate or nominee after the primary. The 11th Commandment 

specifically states you -- well, interpreted, not strictly saying, 

interprets that you do not say things that the opposition could then 

use against a fellow party member if he becomes the nominee. I 

think you can depend on the opposition from the other party to bring 

out for public view anything disparaging. 

Q Governor, I wanted to ask you maybe even a little more 

than you have already amplified just how broadly you interpret thA 

11th Commandment. Do you men that an opposing candidate in the 

Republican party, say, running against an encumbent Republican_, should 

not be critical of the conduct of office at all, should net be critical 
-10-
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of perhaps philosophies expressed by the office holder or --

A Well, I think that comes out if he af4":1.rmatively expresses 

what is his philosophy. I've only had one primary experience of my 

own and I campaigned in thRt way. And I think there is no reason 

I interpret the 11th Commandment to mean that you do n6t provide 

ammunition for the other party in the election to follow -- provide 

them with ammunition they can use against your party's candidate. 

Q Governor, if Mr. Simon does bring up the Technicolor issue 

and if, as you said, that in a Republican primary the candidate is 

unwilling to abide by the 11th Commandment and that violates the 11th 

Commandment, would you then support Murphy? 

A Well, there are a couple of other candidates in there. 

Let 1 s just put it this way, I wouldntt support the candidate who 

does the violating, I'd still remain neutral where the others were 

concerned. 

Q Governor, another topic. 
/ 

Governor, on the Technicolor 

issue, you said you were satisfied with Senator Murphy's reply, but 

he did not go into the one aspect regarding the fact that half of 

his apartment is paid by Technicolor. Now, do you think there is 

any question -- anything wrong with that? 

A Well, this was also -- this was also brought before the 

Council atld the Chairman of the Ethics Committee in the Senate. It 

is my understanding, youtl have to ask him about the details, but it 

is my understanding that this is an apartment that actually was not 

his but was theirs and that it is frequently used by company personnel 

when they are in the Capitol. That he -- he has a bedroom in it 

and the use of tt~ for which he pays what has been determined to be 

a fair share of the rent based on his use of it as against their 

company use of it. 

Q Another subject, Governor. 

A All right. 

Q During your camp~i5n swin~ two weeks ago through Tulare 

County, a Bert Dennis, Chairman of the Spring Round-up with Ronald 

Reagan put out a release descr1Hing your schedule. At the bottom: 

Note to press, radio and T. V.; Governor Reagan requests that tape~ 

of any television coverage ~e provided to his office by sending them 

to Peter Johns, 503 D Street, San Rafael. May I inf er that ~rom• 

campaign people are hoping that the newmi~madia will help ~,.ou with 
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your publicity? 

A You know, based on past experienccwith all your apologies 

to present company, I thin1c that would be a pretty vain hope. I 

know -- and I don't understand that at alL Does anyone know what 

that's all about? 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

I never heard of 

I never heard of it. 

Can I get an answer on this in the future? 

MR. BECK: I think you ought to ask him. 

Ask him or ask some of the campaign organizations. I 

don't know anything about it or what he might have been referring to. 

Q This was put out in your name~ Do you disapprove of 

this type of request? 

A I don't even understand what he has in mind. You 1ve 

neverJi1eard me ask you for any tapes or anything of that kind. I 

don't -- I really don 1 t know what he's doing. I'd have to say that 

I just"-never have heard of any such example, so you can ask him some 

questions~ I think I'm going to ask some, too. 

Q Govenno+, have you made any aecision yet on the date for 

a special election to fill the seat of Mr. --

A Yes, I -- I made the announcement yet but I 1 ve determined 

to ask for both the Congressional speC:h§-1 elec,tion~_to occur 

simultaneously, the preliminaries occur with the June primary date 

which· jwould then make the runoff if rueeded occur toward the end of 

June, about June 30. I had thought for a while of .having the first 

one and having a runoff coincide with the June primary, bµt the 

people in the areas felt that they would rather do it the other way, 

so 

Q The special primary then would be cmcurrent with the regular 

primary? 

A With the regular primary, yes. 

Q Governor, the Los Angeles teachers appealed to you to inter-

vene in some way to prevent a strike in Los Angeles; do you plan to do 

so and otherwise what do you think can be done by your office in an 

effort to head off this -- thistetrike in Los Angeles? 

A Well, I 1 veheard that I have -- that a request has reen .rnade 

for a meeting with a representative of the teachers' union. 

I haven't received that request. I have only heard about it. 
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I would think that-- I'm willing to do anything I can, but this 

is a local matter. These are matters in local school boards. 

There is a limit to how far I can i.nject myself in this kind of a 

dispute. Eowever, if there is anything that all of the parties 

concerned think I can do I'd be very happy to be of help. But this 

I think requires more than just meeting with the representative of 

one group. If I'm to have sue~ a meeting I think that it should be 

with all th3 irt erested parties as well as the representatives of 

other teach:::rs groups who do not feel that they are represented by 

this particular union. 

Q ~overnor, you would not close the door then to a meeting 

with them in an effort to head off a strike if your efforts are --

A No, if all of them agree, that they would like to talk to 

me about.it. 

Q Governor, on another subject, when do you plan to fill ., 

the vacan1~Y created by the death of Frank Jordan, after the primary 

or before the primary? 

A Well, it is, I feel, a little early and precipiaant now to 

announce any plans. I think this is -- in the next few days I would 

have an announcement on what we are going to do. 

Q Governa; when do you plan to fill the vacancy on the State 
, JlSiWfr 

Su32reme Court.,? 

A On the State Supreme Court we are trying -- this has really 

been a search and if I seem overly cautions on this with regard to 

making the·~t.nnouncement it is just because there seems to be a 

national trend that tends to make a fellow cautious. 

Q Is it true, though, Governor, that the list has ~een 

narrowed to about five or six people? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes, I could I could say that. 

Judge Carswell on the list? 

(Laughter) 

What? 

Judge Carswell on the list? 

But I --

(Laughter), No, I figure he's still on another game. 

Is there a legislator on the list, Governor? 

Not to my knowledge, no. 

Governor, the incoming flirector of Health, Care services - -has announced that there is a projected 15 to 20 milli0n d011a:i.· de.fict t 
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or there will be by July 1, to the program -- Medi-Cal program. 
E;pMfil! ~ 

Are we going to go through the same thing we went through a couple of 

years new ago two years? First of all, why is the budget in --

and estimate off so far and second of all) is it possible in three 

months to make up 15 to 20 million dollars? 

A Well, yes, I think so, in answer to the last r:a.rt of your 

question there. Actually, 15 or 20 million dollars in relation to 

the whole amount we are talking about is not as far off as it might 

seem, it is a lot of mon~y but it is a terribly small percentage of 

it. But in the budget for the present year we did fac:bor.uhn inflation. 

We are victims of what everyone else has been a victim of. The 

inflation rate, as you know, for this year began to run away, and 

it was higher than anyone had anticipated, but also number two, there 

has been -- we underestimated, as everyone did, the welfare load, 

the increase that has come about largely due to the Supreme Court 

decision on doing away with our residency requirements. Now, every 

time we add to the welfare rolls we add to the Medi-Cal rolls also. 

And this has gotten out of hand. I told you several times this is 

the reason for our study and research into some way to get a handle 

on welfare and why we are asking for some legislation now to enable 

us to control this better. But the Director is issuing a press 

statement on some of the plans that he has for catching up with this 

and he 1 s -- in these next few months, and I'd rather just turn you 

over to his press release on this and what he intends to do. 

Q Governor, excuse me, back to the court appointment, are you 

holding up the selection of a ,;;ia12rerrie., Cour:.t,, Justic.~ to decide what 

happens to Carswell, in case Nixon might pick somebody else? 

A No, no, not at all. We're trying very hard, and I would 

have hoped by now we could have had one, although within the last 

week I was ~ratified to learn that the Supreme Court of the State 

was functioning very well without that appointment, but 

Q But it is not tied into the National situation? 

A No, not at all. We have -- some people have been under 

consideration suddenly have been lost to us by health reasons. 

Q Governor, did you selcome the State Supreme Court knocking 

down the Unruh Act even though you signed it? 

A Yes. 

Q Isn't that kind of contradictory? 
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A No, because I told you I signed it reluctantly because of 

some provisions in there that I thought were needed, but I also said 

that I signed it with the expectation that the legislature through 

my talks with the legislative leadership would come up immediately 

as they did in this latt January with a new coni'licti::1djf interest bill 

to cure the defects of the other one. Now, the urgency measure 

that was required or that made a two-thirds vote required was delaying 

us dangerously close to the April 6 date,and local govern s up 

and down this state were faced with mass resignations to say nothing 

of state boards and commissions and employees that were getting ready 

to resign because of the invasion of privacy that was inherent in 

the -- in the Unruh bill. And so I was pleased when this decision 

was made that now takes the time pressure off us and we can now 

proceed tn an orderly manner in this session for a proper ~onfli~ 

of interest bill that will meet the criteria established by the 

Court decision. 

Well, you would have had that situation if you would have 

vetoed the Unruh bill, you would have had that whole year to work 

it out if you felt that way about the bill. 

1 t:ry.ourself and gotten that time. 

You could have vetoed 

A No, I felt and maybe it was a mistake -- I've wondered 

myself now whether I just shouldn't have taken it on -- there were 

parts of it that there were legitimate conflict of interest provisions, 

and it was a part of the bill that I myself criticized as an invasion 

ofprivacy and let 1 s just say I was apparently over-confident as to 

the our ability to correct that before great harm was done. 

Q With the time pressure off, are you confident that you 

will issue such a proper conflict bill out of the legislature this 

year? 

A Yes, I think there will be. 

Q Governor, have you formed any kind of preliminary position 

A No, we just had another input yesterday and a hearing on 

some of the opposition to the -- to the canal. We have had several 
cabinet meetings on this and I think very shortly we will be -- we 
will be announcing a decision on it. 
Q Governor, are you aware of any of your supporters, part.i0u.~ 
larly your financial supporters, goigg over to Mayor Yorty in the 

rim~z. .. .£?.~~p.~~~F all that I have had is literally :.U-10 overwhelming 
and enthusiastic Eeport to the contrary, that they are all staying 
in camp. 

SQUIRE: Any more questions? Thank you, Governor. 
---000 ........ 



GOVERNOR RbttGAN: There is one more ':tuestion here. 

Let me just say on that, once the decision ..was made and once we had 

the package, I've discovered around this place, I don't know how 

it was built but I have discovered there are no St!Crets. And 

I'd rather tell the story than -- in fact, we did1't completely. 

And can we round out the story, Governo::, by having someone 

explain what is meant on item 7 on this table, savings from inter

action 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Let's have Verne explain interaction. 

VERNE ORR: Interaction occurs for exampae when you reduce 

the property tax, the man who is paying his income tax has a smaller 

tax to deduct as a deduction and pays a l:lt>tle higher income tax 

because he doesnit have as much of a deduction and there are other 

interactions like that. 

SQUIRE: Thank you; Governor. 

_,... ... 000-.. -
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(This rough transcript of the Governor's press conference 

i1urnished to the members of the Capit~:l press corps for their 

convenience only. Because of the need to get it to the press as 

rapidly as possible after the conference, no corrections are made 

and there is no guaranty of absolute accuracy.) 

---oOo---

GOVERNOR REAGAN: No opening statement other than good 

mm·ning or good afternoon. 

Q Governor, when you announced the a£pointment of Justice 

Wright you said you hoped you would look for a man who would return 

the state judiciary to a higher degree of integrity or higher posi-

tion of integrity. Can you tell us which members of the judiciary 

have acted to lower the integrity of the state courts? 

A Well, now, I don't remember exactly my phraseology. I 

know that I spoke about judiciary restraint and our desire to 

return it to judicial restraint. There is no secret that I have 

been critical of decisions in the past of the court, and my belief 

that the state Supreme Court has at times in the past, the same as 

the United States Supreme Court, tended to legislate rather than 

to simply interpret the law. A~d this was all a part considered 

in the factors in choosing Judge Wright. 

~ell, I wonder if yo~ can justify your use of the word 

11 integrity 11
• That's something else than simply arriving at a 

decision that you may disagree with. 

A Well,no, I think when you are talking about those decisions 

and when .. sQmeone is mot interpreting the law, but is going beyond 

it, I think the word is proper. 
~ 

Q Governor, Julian ~ fphonetics) said today whiJe you 

were campaigning in 1966 you promised that you would work for a 50 

per cent state contribution to schools. In view of the Los Angeles 

teachers' strike, can you tell us are you working for that and whether 

or not you still think it is a desirable goal. 

A I said in 1966 that I thought that that was a desirable 

goal, would try to work toward it. The same time, I didn 1 t realize 
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how difficult it was to keep up with local spending. We ta ve 

increased very sizably the contributions from state government to 

public education. We haven 1 t been able to keep up with the sky-

rocketing increase in property tax and the school property tax to do 

this. Now, this isn't unusual. The whole idea of the state 

achieving 50 per cent, the closest we ever came since World War II 

was in about 1953 when it was 57 and a half. From that point on 

it 1 s continued steadily to go down. By 1961-62 it was below 40 

per cent and in spite of the increases ofhe state in its subvention 

to the schools it's cnntinued to gc down to where today it is about 

36 per cent. But at the same time, in the three years we have been 

here we ha~e increased our subvention to the schools in an amount 

greater than the combined increase in average daily attendance and 

the inflation factor, and we haventt been able to keep up with them. 

So it isn't a case of not wanting to, it is -- as a matter of fact, 

last year the tax reform program whihh I introduced and for which I 

could not get support, would have taken 80 per cent of the cost of 

education from local government and put it in the hands of the state. 

Q Is there anything that you can do now, do you think, to 

alleviate the conditions which have caused the strike? 

A No, I think that this is an issue between the school board 

and the one faction of teachers down there. I am gratified by 

the fact that more than half of the teachers are continuing to go to 

workJ and I don't think there is any area in which the state can 

involve itself. 

Q Governor, do you think this fact the teachers striking, 

will have any effect on the children themselves about obeying the 

rules and regulations? Public employees are not necessarily supposed 

to strike. 

A Well, I think that those teachers who are teaching are 

a far better example for the young people to follow then the ones who 

are striking. As I sayJ I just -- I don't believe in public employees 

being allowed to strike, and now there is a restraining order and I 

would think the teachers would have in mind that they should be 

setting a µroper example and operate within the law rather than giving 

an example or a demonstration of defying the law. 

Q Governor, what:·dO;·Y-bu. think the teachers should do in order 

to try to get their demands? 
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A Well, at the moment there is no way for them to strike 

without being -- without striking against the children, which is 

what they are doing. They were unable to present a case that could 

win the support of the people of their community, including the 

parents of the children going to school, when a vote was 3 to l 

against the tax override they requested. I would think that they 

would start a campaign, if they legitimately have a caseJ requiring 

more moBey to improqe the quality of education, -- I would think 

that they would review their -- their failure to convince the people 

and set out to try and convince them and I don 1 t think they are going 

to do it with this kind of an action. 

Q Mr. Basie (phonetics) indicated today he thinks that the 

Los Angeles school district is much too large, it i~nwieldy and 

top-heavy with administrators. What do you think about proposals 

to break up the district and make it small? 

A Well, I happen tc be one whose I made it plain, I 

oppose the program of the Speaker of the Assembly some ~Bars ago, 

who was embarked on a program of forcing unification of school 

districts to reduce the number in the state, make them larger. I 
~ 

thought that was a trend away from local control when it should be 

a trend toward it. And I know that there have been studies of 

the ideal size of a school district that have indicated that when 

you get beyond about 20,000 pupils in a district you begin to lose 

efficiency and you have an~ncreased cost factor, just the sane as 

in almo:t any other institution, a hospital or single school or 

anything else. There is a breaking point beyond which if you contin-

ue to grow you get less efficiency, not mCJ:'e. 

Q But woulQ you advocate the breaking up of the unified 

school district, particularly in Los Angeles. 

A Well, you are talking again about a local problem, but I 

think it is something the people there should bh looking at. 

Q Governor, the financial problems of the Los Angeles district 

appear at least to be symptomatic of many school districts throughout 

the state. What do you see as the long term solution to the --

to the {ipgncial support probl~ms f~ced.by schools? 

taxpayers} .. _is· that all., --or --

Just convince 

A Well, there are many people, and I think th:re were some 

people who expressed this and acme of the leaders in the .fight ri.g.q.i;1et 
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the proposed increase in taxes in the Los Angeles school district, 

people who believe that -- that the schools have not been getting 

all the good out of the dollars they are getting, and that they 

perhaps embark on a study that would reveal ways to conserve those 

dollars, make better use of them, and whether this is true or not, 

this wouJd depend on the kind of research or study wouJd determine 

the truth of this charge, but many people do believe it. 

Q Do you, Governor? 

A I have always believed that anything to do with government 

as we proved here with our citizens Task forces, has a tendency to 

get hidebound and to not keep up with some of the -- on some of the 

lessons that are learned in private undertakings that coul4 improve 

efficiencies. And I think that the odds are this is true. 

Q Governor, yourve turned down the idea of a tax increase 
1,,~ 0 

to provide instan~ fundins_ for Los Angeles. What do you think of 

the .. 1dea voiced of using $17 million dollars of revenue from leftover 

revenue from last year in the budget surplus to restore programs 

for Los Angeles for the coming year? 

A Well, you can 1 t just from the state level, you can 1 t just 

aid Los Angeles, you'll find this problem is prevalent throughout 

the state, in a number of other threatened districts. Los Angeles, 

as a matter of fact, if you started trying to take some action to 

help the entire state, Los Angeles' share on comparison with other 

districts' problems would be relatively small out of that 17 miQlion. 

Los Angeles does not rank as one of the poor school districts. 

Q Governor, if your tax reform program is enacted, what 

would it do to help Los Angeles school districts? 

A Well, tw0 things that would help, I think, not only Los 

Angeles school districts, but all school districts, not immediately 

other than in the equalization formula) but providing of sources 

of revenue that are more elastic and that tend to grow more 

proportionately with inflation. The growth of the economy, rather 

than relying as solely as they do on the property tax would be of 

help to education, Th~y 1 d have a source of revenue that each year 

would have a built-in increase without going back and changing the 

tax rates as they have to do in the property tax situation. 

The other thing, of course, would be the e.qualization 

formula which would take, I guess, atout 60 million dollars etnd ma.kc 
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it available for distribution throughout most of the schools. About 

80 per cent of the school districts. 

Q Governor, by ~aying that this particular situition is a 

local problem are you indicating that you think there is nothing at 

all that the state can do to immediately alleviate the situation? 

A I don•t think there is a single thing that the state can 

do to alleviate the situation. I don 1 t know what it would be. I 

don 1 t see, as I sain to some of them, some of the teachers came to 

see me, I don 1 t see how you can possibly intervene at the state level 

1n: this controversy between the Los Apgeles school board and the 

dissiden~ group of teachers, the striking group ~ teachers, without 

violating all the fundamental rules of local autonomy. You can 1 t 

have it both ways. You canrt ask for local autonomy until there 

is trouble and then ask big brother to step in and do something about 

it. Pnd the second thing is the state could not pass a state tax 

to aid one school district without going into the -- to: all the 

districts. And again, as I said before, I don't believe anyone 

has sh()Wn evicEl.ence that the state at this point should l:ie increasing 

the t~x on the people. They themselves have voted to the contrary. 

Q Some of the teachers or the leaders of the union have 

said that they are really striking against the state. What do you 

think of that statement by them? 

A They are really striking against the children and they 

ought to review their consciences and figure that out. 

Q Governor, if this dragged on, say for months, and their 

children were losing an education, don 1t you think there is -- isn 1 t 

there some point where you, as Governor, with the prestige of your 

office or with the powers of your office, could or should step in 

and do something to see the children get an education? After all, 

doesn't the state have a stake because they pay a large share of 

that amount of money. 

A I have said if there is any place w~ere we actually ban 

be of help and requested, of course, we will do anything we can to 

be of help, within our ability. We are not just denying them, 

moving out, but I --

Q Have you had a request from the south to get in the act? 

A No, we have had no such request and I think you are pre-

senting a hypothetical case. Today there are more teachers going 
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back in the classroom than there were yesterday and there is a 

majority, more than half of the teachers have ruled not to strike. 

And now you have arourt order telling the rest that they can't, 

and I think now it is between the school board and the -- and those 

who have been conducting the strike. 

be over if they obey the court order. 

But the strike actually should 

Q Do you think Mayor Yorty has failed to show lack of local 

leadership by not bringing both sides together? 

A Oh, no, you 1 d have to ask him about that. I don 1 t know 

what he's -- he 1 s done about that. 

Q Governor, there -- on your tax reform there are reports --
that the program is running in trouble already and that you may be 

forced to make some concessions to get it passed. Have you dis-

cussed this with Mr. Bagley? 

A So far I haven't seen any evidence that it is running in 

trouble -- into any troubleJ and so far I haven 1 t seen any proposals 

for changes to it that are any improvement. It is a legislative 

matter, it is up there for the legislative process now and if they 

can come up in that process with any improvements over what we 

submitted, 1 1 11 be delighted. 

Q Governor, some of the teachers say they are going to 

ignore the court order because they think it is unconstitutional. 

Do you see anything different between that choice and Governor Kirk 1 s 

actions in Florida? 

A Oh, don 1 t get me into commenting on that, I don't knGw 

exactly what has been going on down there. 

Q 

A 

Q 

Q 

A 

Q 

Well, the court order is being ignored, it's that item. 

I don 1 t think it should be. 

Can we go into something else or on that same subject? 

On another subject. 

Well, him and then you, all right. 

Prior to your speech in Fresno last week there was a 

demonstration, but this time not by students, it was my Mexican-

Americans of various ages representing a large segment of the pop11.1 a~ 

tion in the valley. Do you plan any particular campaign strategy 

in lft_ght of recent court rulings to win over the Spanf sh sp~ki_ng 
vote? 

A Oh, well, I 1m going to do my best to win the support of 
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that community as well as every other group of citizens in our state. 

I 1 ve long been an opponent of segregating pecple and trying to put 

them ove:> as -- for so many years as our opponents did, into voting 

b~oc~s and try tn find particular things to appeal to them. I 

think th~y have the same concerns, the same interests and I think 

the responsible people in the Americans of Mexican descent know the 

strides that we have made in this administration and the things we 

have done to try and alleviate some of their special problems. I 

challenge that the group who were throwing rocks through windows 

in Fresno are representative of the Spanish speaking community in 

California. I don't think th7r represent them at all, I think the 

vast bulk of that community has some legitimate prohlems and can 

even call them grievances and we have been trying to meet them 

for sometime past and I think they are responsible and I think those 

citizens want to do things in an orderly manner. And I dontt think 

they claim them as representatives. Oh, wait aminute, I said 

I'd recognize him. 

Q This sort of ties in, regarding the controversy stirred 
/ 

by your ~ statement. Your critics have suggested:.yeu have 

a douhle standard. You criticize certain militants when they make 

violent sounding statements, but you excused your own remark as a 

figure of speech. And one democratic Assemblyman has suggested 

you be~arrested for inciting to riot. 

to that kind of criticism? 

What is your general reaction 

A My general reaction is much ado about nothing. The figure 

of speech became a balloon that was inflated with trahot air of 

campaign oratory, took off and tee last I saw it disappeared over the 

horizon. 

Q 

r don't think it can ever be wafted back again. 
iH' ~b 

Well, where do you draw the line between someon~ says, 

we ought to kill the president, and then he says that's a figure of 

speech, I didn 1 t really mean it. 

A No, I don't think tr.ere is exactly a comparison. I was 

talking a'tnut administrators who must meet their moment of truth and 

stand firm and answering a -- this question from the floor and I 

think there is -- this has been explained and as I say, I don 1t think 

anyone can blow it up into anything else. 

Q How is your mail running on the subject, Governor? 

A How is the mail running on the subject. I haven't gotten 
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an actual mail count, but I know that a great many people have been 

slapping rre on the back. They didn't think it was a wrong e 

of speech at all to describe the situation. Now --

Q Jovernor, excuse me, do you mean people -- reople who 

accept a Jiteral interpretation of that are slapping you on the 

back? WJuld you explain that, please. 

A No, I think there are peopl~ who agree it was a figure of 

speech a1d didn't think it was inappropriate. We WEEe talking about 

a small dissident group in the campus that has made it plain now that 

they are not, as they pretended for sometime over the last few~yaars 

not concerned with legitimate student grievances, they are revolu

tionaries and they must be resisted. 

Q What do you mean the administrators ought to do with them? 

A What? 

Q What do you mean the administrators ought to do with that 

group? 

A Well, to those who were present I was answering a question 

that was framed in the context of how could the public be more help

ful to me in this situation that is disturbing the campuses and I 

suggested that they could be more helpful perhaps to administrators 

who understandably through the years never having been -- never:having 

had to deal with violence, have been faced with it and that for a 

time they temporized, perhaps, beyond the point in which they should 

temporize, hoping that these people wou]d react to reasonatle debate. 

And that they have -- we have passed that point, the time now is 

for these administrators to recognize the nature of the controversy 

and to stand firm. Now get you. 

Q Are they finished with that? 

Q I have another question on that subject. Some people have 

thought that what you were talking about was the possibility of a 

confrontation occurring between protestors and people reacting to 

protestors, whether they be businessmen or whatever. Along those 

lines are you concerned about such a donfrontation and is that the 

context in which it means? 

A No; it was exactly as has been explained many times. 

You see, too many of you took your stories by way of the interpreta-

tion of a candidate, another candidateJ not me. 

in the translation, or added something. 
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Q 

A 

Governor, ~ould you use that same figure of speech again? 

(Laughter) 

No, I'll try to give you fellows another problem to write 

about next time out. I think we have milked that one for all we can. 

Q Oh a dif€erent subject, Governor, would you ra6r or oppose 

amending the fair emp/oyment practices code to prohibit jobs ~1scrimi

nation on the basis of a personrs sex? 

A 

Q 

Would I favor or oppose 

Amending the FEPC code to prohibit J9.l2_ di S(}r:l-minilirul on~· 

the basis of a person's sex? 

A Oh, I think there is a -- as I said before, I think there 

is a reasonable road there, and a road for review of what perhaps 

are still some antiquated provisions, work provisions, pay provisions 

and so forth between the sexes. On the other hand, I think th:re 

is a rule of reason. I think there -- as I said before, I think 

the Los Angeles Rams ought to be able to advertise for a tackle and 

specify he be male. And I dontt think that would be discrimination. 

But I think there is some room. I think we still probably have 

some -- some regulations against overtime for female employees that 

no longer in today 1 s modern technology apply, that were born in a 

day when the work was physically tiring and heavy and this is the 

reason for them, and now it doesntt apply any longer, and I think 

changes of that kind -- 1 t is just a case of modernizing iil.t ·;and 

bringing it up to date. 

Q Governor, with reference to the Mills bill appropriated 

in the Senate, do you approve or disapprove of the principle of 

the State Hi€)hW~L COI@li§sio,~ to decide Where rn state ~ funds 

would be spent? 

A Well, this particular Highway Commission I would have every 

confidence there would be little change in policy and there would 

certainly be no loss -- unwarranted loss to any part of the state, 

but again we are dealing with a problem of the Highway Commissions 

go on and on and they change in personnel and membership down through 

the years. I don't -- I d~n•t like to talk, as you know, about 

legislation that's still up there and still going and that .. might be 

considerably different when it gets to my desk, but I would feel that -

ahat any section of the state is entitled to have some assurance t.11:1.t 

at least -- that there would be at least a minimum guarantee to that --
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to that section of the state for its need and I could foresee that 

happening. 

Q What do you think of the principle of lowering the guarantee 

for northern California now? Say from 45 to 40 per cent? 

A I one day expressed my own view, which I think perhaps is 

a compromise situation. When the state population does change 

needs change, but there is another factor that within a strict 

formula, finance formula, unnecessari~y ties the hands of the 

highway builders and therefore I 1 ve suggested what if we had some 

kind of division as we have now, but not of the total amount and then 

left am amount up to the discretion of a board in which it could 

be allocated on the basis perhaps of accident -- the accident rate, 

that we could eliminate wherever they might be in the state, use a 

certain portion of the funds to eliminate those spots that are still 

causing an undue number of accidents ~nd fatalities. 

Q Well, Governor, don't you have that now, a certain 30 

per cent {l'iat 1 s going to free? 

A I don 1 t think so, by knowledge, no. I think :tt is a 

straight split. 

Q They are spending 23 million dollars a year on accidents 

and improvements. 

A Yes, but I think it still has to be within the formula. 

In other words, I'm saying suppose you had to go beyond a formula 

in one area of the state where the -- I don 1 t know of any county 

that doesn't have a couple of death curves in it that have been 

named 11 death curve 11 or 11 suicide stretch 11 of highway or something, 

and maybe the~e should be some provision to simply assign some 

priorities on that basis. 

A I think trefunds you are talking about are still within 

the formula. 

Q 

south? 

A 

What would you base minimum percentages on, north versus 

What sort of figures would you like to see, the minimum --

Oh, I'd rather leave that to the -- I wouldn 1 t -- when I 

say leave it to those people who:,Imow best, not only mileage but the 

population, the traffic load. Where the dividing line should be, I 

don 1 t know. I would think that basically population has a great 

deal to do with it, but I think also traffic load ha8 a greet deal 

to do. 



Q Woulti the Commission he the best place to determine 

those figures? 

A WellJ I think -- with the Highway Department, with the 

facts and figures, probably the Highway Patrol would be involved 

also and they would certainly be involved on this matter of accident 

stretches and so forth. 

Q Would you be willing to sign legislation changing the 

formula if it did not include this third fund giving the commission 

discretion? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

You know, I don't talk about hypothetical. 

I'm not talking about a specific bill, just in general. 

Let 1 s wait until it comes down and see what is 

Governor, on another subject, the Legislative Conncil has 

issued an opinion indicating that they oppose -- your w~lfare is 

unconstitutional, the one which would limit paying a person that came 

into the state out of state, limit them to the amount of welfare 

benefits they were getting in~th~~ther state if California was 

higher. Now, in view of that opinion would you kind of drop that 

request? 

A No, not at all because that 1 s one mants opinion and at 

the same time we have a new Supreme Court decision about the state's 

right to determine welfare amounts that has led anumber of people 

to believe that that Supreme Court decision made our request consti-

tutional. But I just don't think that an opinion in advance could 

determine that if someone wanted to challenge th~s after it was put 

into operation, then it would find it sway through the l~urts and 

get a ruling specifically on that measure. But I believe it is 

constitutional, particularly since the last Supreme Court decision 

on 

Q Do you have any written opinion from your people to that 

effect? 

A No. It is worth a try. 

Q Didn't the Supreme Court decision say that the state could 

determine the amount of an individual grant but couldn 1 t differentiate 

between two people who were ostensibly in the same class? 

A Well, now, you may know something I don't know. I only 

know there have been a great deal of editorial comments in some of 

your papers to the effect that in their belief the Supre;ne Court 
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decision did make our proposals constitutional. So I haven 1 t 

read it in detail, the entire case, I don't know. 

Q Your Director of Social Welfare, I think, is an attorney. 

Did he give you any opinion in conversations stating whether that 

provision would be eonstitutional or not? Did he express any --

A No, fuis was a decision that was made in our cabinet and 

everyone had a chance to put any input -- there was a -- at the time 

we made the decision there was a feeling it would be challenged. 

Q What if·· someone moved to California from a state who 

paid higher welfare rate? 

A In the bill that 1 s provided we pay either our state rate 

or theirsJ whichever is the lower. 

PAUL BECK: Governor, the department does feel that the 

bill is constitutional. 

Q The legislator who has a bill, his office says that that 

provision is not in it, to pay the higher bill. Do you want it to 

be in it, would you favor --

A I thought that we had decided that. 

MR. MEESE: It is the lower. 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Pay the lower. Pay our state or their 

state, whichever is the lower, yes. 

MR. MEESE: Lower rate. 

~OVERNOR REAGAN: And W:'lo says that we don 1t have --

Q I misunderstood your last answer. I thought you indicated 

it would be the higher rate. 

A Oh, no, no. No, we are already doing that. Someone 

else? 

SQUIRE: Any more questions? Thank yQu, Governor. 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Oh, I just recognized him. 

Q Governor, in San Francisco the ban has temporarily been 

lifted on the buil ban for San Francisco, enforced by the 

Water vuality Control Board. Now, both sides seem to have a pretty 

good case there and it is kind of a difficult thing to resolve. 

How do you think it should be resolved? 

A Well, the Regional Quality Control Board have loosened 

the ban on certain -- with sertain restrictions on construction. 

We dontt want to impose any hardship-- economic hardship on any 
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community but at the same time we do feel that we have to get at 

the problem~and get at it now instead of stalling on pollution and 

it is kind of time to separate the sheep from the goats, and find out 

whether we mean all these things that people have been saying about 

environment or do we just mean it for somebody else, and we want 

to keep on polluting the bay. We will make any reasonable -- I 

think where the Regional Quality Control Board has made a reasonable 

concession to avoid unnecessary hardship, but did not -- we didn 1 t 

retreat in any way from our position of demanding that we start 

action to clean up the Bay. 

Q 

A 

Which court order would you hope would be held up? 

Well, one that will let us clean up the Bay. 

---oOo---
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...... -000---

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Well, say, I understand congratulations 

are ixj>rder for Ed. St(lzman (phonetics). I'm sorry that I 1 ve got 

a little sinus trouble here, I won't be injhe market for his tree 

cigar. The fatrer of a son, new born son. Congratulations. 

I have a statement here to open. 

(Whereupon Release No. 213 was read.) 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Conclusion of statemertand questions 

and answers? 

Q Governor, Senator Harmer said this morning his joint commit-

tee on reorganization of large urban school districts is go.i:ng to 

recommend an overhaul of the Los Angeles system and also increased 

aid to schools. He also said your education advisor had sat in 

on these meetings , that you are supposedly in sympathy with that 

recommendation. Now, my question is, where is that money going to 

come from? 

A Well, as the standpoint -- from the standpoint of money 

right now Senator Harmer himself admits that there is no finding on 

this as yet, no determination. That will be a problem we 1 d have to 

see when the entire recommendation comes in. What I 'm~.tn sympathy 

with, I think he knows this, is this study to see whether these 

large single unified school districts at the level, for example, of 

Los Angeles, are efficient and are making the best use of the money 

on hand. But there is no finding as yet as t.o what financia:t:.r.eper-

cussions there might be in anything they recommend. 

Q If that committee, Governor, recommends that morenoney be 

raised for public schools would you support that recommendation? 

A Well, then, this I think is something that -- that the 

whole matter of ~chool financins or increased school financing I 
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think is something then that brought before the public as to what 

the result would be, the knowledge if we have it, that that -- that 

thet"'e is a real need that would counter that feeling on the part of 

so many people that the schools are not making the best use of the 

money they have, then I think you could discuss such legislation 

as would be required in that atmosphere and with that knowledge and the 

public themselves would be involved and make their own feelings known 

as they do on major legislation. Up till now I think we have been 

sort of operating in a vaccuum. All we have is a school disturbance 

no matter how much we have tried to augment educational funds. We 

have the charge coming back we need more. And I think the public 

understandably has come to a~point of saying, wait a minute, we want 

some more definite answers as to this whole program, where it is 

going, what itis costing, whether the demands are legitimate. 

Q Governor, yesterday some Democrats tried to put school 

money into your tax bill or they tried to juggle it around so it 

would provide $388 million dollars more for scho0ls. Are you 

opposed to any amendments to your tax program to that effect? 

A Well, the tax program is up before thelegislature for 

legislative process. I. ex];1ecttamen6m€nt:.§ .. or changes that may come 

in that process, that's what it is all about, why it is there and 

why there are hearings. I think anything that improves the bill-

here again I have to say that tte proposal the other day of the 

committee, as I understand it, was one that simply would have negated 

the very purpose of tax reform. We have said that the prime purpose 

of tax reform is to take as much of the burden as we can off the back 

of the home owner, the property taxpayer who is the one person in 

California who at the moment is paying an unjust and unfair share of 

the total taxes. Their proposal was to simply go forward'1Wi th tax 

reform which meant the tax increases that have been suggested to 

bring about relief for tee home owner, and cancel out the relief for 

the home owner to keep the property tax at its present unconscionable 

level and use that to increase school aid. And I think it was a 

ridiculous proposal. I think tt is proper that it was turned downJ 

and again, I say I think school financing does not necessarily have 

to be a part of a tax reform program that is supposed to restructure 

the tax gathering setup of state and local government, the reaistribu

tion on an equitable and fair basis of those taxes. 
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N8w, if you want to come to the point of needing additional money 

you treat that within this new framework of more equitable taxes 

with the public's full knowledge of what it is you are proposing 

and as I say with major legislatinn, with some reading as to whether 

the public agrees or disagrees with the need for that increased 

financing. 

Q Assemblyman Moretti made the point that the only way to get 

school suppor1was in that tax bill, that the administration. would 

oppose a second front on taxes as Bagley seemed to --

A I have no closed mind on that at all, and Mr. Moretti is 

completely wrong. Mr.Moretti, in other words, and others, with a 

yen for some particular type of program -- the last time when we 

tried to get a tax reform program off the ground last year and 

this year with this one, have thought too often of using tax reform 

as a gimmick whereby they could almost hold up their particular 

program as the prize for tax reform. But they -- they took the 

very body out of the tax reform program. All that -- all the tax 

reform program meant after his amendment, it would have simply meant 

that we were increasing a number of taxes with no comparable decrease 

in the property tax burden and this is the purpose of tax reform. 

Q Governor, a~,number of Los Angeles legislators, including 

some Republicans, have indicated that they think you should make 
'1Ji. II 

some effort to stop theA strike in Los les either by sending a 

mediator to decide what the issues are or see whether the State can 

do anything about it, using the prestige of your office in some 

other way. With the strike in the second week, have you given any 

further thought to that? 

A This is a little bit like the -- the racetrack business a 

little earlier. I spent 25 years as a labor union negotiator and I 

know this, that if you were in a position to be of any help from the 

outside, you stand ready, as I have, to do anything I can to help in 

this regard. But you don't go barging in sticking yourr:nose into a 

contest between t_;,10 groups neither of which have expressed any 

iLterest in having you do this. 

Q Governor, I 1m goiLg to go back to the tgx refo.rw bill. 

What is your reaction to the deletion franthe bill of your proposed 
,.,.,, ""1f' 

state school property tax to equalize the wealth between the richer 

and the poorer school districts? 
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Well, ht , again this is an issue t. " for a number of 

years people have tried to solve this problem of inequality in school 

districts, and I'm sympathetic to this. This is why it was included 

in this tax reform program. It was included in the last one, the 

one we tried last year, so obviously my own intentions are well known. 

On ~bA other hand, if there are people upstairs -- it isn•t actually 

an integral part of tax reform, the simple restructuring of the 

program. If there are peop/e who would rather treat that as a sepa-

rate legislative matter I won't protest about that. The tax reform 

program goes forward without that as being one subject and then take 

up this other, but again as I say, I think the problem of inequality 

in school districts must be solved and therefore as separate legisla

tion I would be in favor of a -- of a proposal that would meet this 

problem. 

Q You would not insist on it or make an effort to try to 

restore it as it moves along into this particular bill? 

A Well, I had hoped that it would be accepted and go forward 

with it. If, on the other hand, this feature alone, which as I say 

is not actually an integral part of the pro~ram, if that feature 

alone could be the reason for eliminating this potential for property 

tax relief, then I have to accept its being taken out and being 

treated as a separate piece of legislation. 

Q Do you share the concern of some legi&lators that this 

tax reform program if enacted will dry up some of the potential 

for future new school funding'? 

A That our tax reform would dry it up? 

Q Yes. 

A No, ill don't believe so. I think that -- in the first 

place, I don't think anyone has properly estimated the annual increase 

of revenue that the schools could count on from having a more elastic 

source for so much of it instead of depending almost as totally as 

they do upon the -- on the property tax, particularly the home 

owner 1 s tax. No, I don't think that it does at all. And I think 

that -- I think that the educational lobby, so-called, presenting 

its case on its own and net trying to ride piggyback on something 

else -- I ha~e faith in the legislative process and in the people of 

California. I think the people of California know that a higher 

price must be paid for -- for the education they want for their 

children. I think that they will react accordingly. I think 

right now, as I said before, there is a great feeling on the part of 
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many of them that they don 1 t have the information they need to make 

that decision. 

Q 

Q 

Q 

Governor Reagan, another topic. 

Another question 

What --

What has been brought to your knowledge about the possibility 

of a policeman that fired the fatal shot in Isla Vista? 

your reaction to the developments this past week-end? 

What is 

A Well, as to the tragedy that took place with regard to this 

young man, the investigation is going forward as to what could have 

caused his death. As a matter of fact, the bullet iSLnow here in 

the State -- in the Attorney General's office. The investigation 

is going forward there. I'm sure that a determination will be made 
did 

as to the responsibility for this. The actual -- where/the bullet 

come from. I shouldn 1 t have used the word "responsibility'1 beeause 

the responsibility lies with those who persist in this kind of 

violent action and who believe that in our system today they must turn 

to this. I'd like to remind you that this young man -- this great 

tragedy of a fine young man is not the first. There have been 

two students wurdered on the UCLA campus in the course of an organi-

zational meeting at mid-afternoon. There was a maintenance man who 

was blown up by a bomb and killed on the Santa Barbara campus, and 

God only knows how many men might have been -- and women might have 

been killed had henot found the bomb and picked it up before the 

faculty center was opened. There was the young man that was killed 

in the People's Park episode. There have been on other than univer

sity campuses, on an independent college and on a state college 

campus two other young pe::ple maimed and blinded by bombs. There 

have been any number of bombs that have been discovered in time or 

that were faulty and did not go off that could have caused scores 

of deaths and the plain truth is this is a revolutionary process and 

program that is going on. It 1 s not only airr.ed at the bank in Isla 

Vista, but a number of other institutions that they consider part 

of the eatablishrne-:it; new we have to face its progress to the place 

I bel:t&e the majority of 

pecple invol '.7cd in the disturbances at Berkeley this last time, and 

at lBla '\Jista and tn.e· l~a\lel'ship -proba'oly doesn't come from the campus 

at all. They have their allies on the campus, both faculty and 

student. But they also -- this is the so-called street people, the 
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revolutionaries th have announced their intE ion to bring down 

this system of ours and destroy it, and I talked yesterday to the 

father c·f Kevin Moran, a fine young man this was, what a tribute 

to a -- his parents and the manner in which he was raised, and the 

fact that he was trying as an individual to do something about this 

violence. If hms death is not to be totally in vain, I hope that 

this will bring some sober reflection and some common sense to the 

so-called silent ma~ority of students, faculty and administrators to 
""'0-..,) 

where they themselves at the campus level will ~ take a stand and 

say this is the end, no more attending rallies, no more even support

ing with expression of sympathy those who have resorted to this 

kind of violence. It isn 1t very important where the bullet ca.me 

from, the bullet was brought about and the bullet was sent on its 

way several years ago when a certain element in our society decided 

they could take the law into their own hands and every person that's 

aided and abetted them is equally guilty and responsible for,this 

as well as the other deaths. 

Q Governor, as you see it, do the events of last week consti-

tute a blood b~1£1, end quote? 

A No, and I don't believe even those who have in a cheap 

demagogic manner tried to blow up a figure of speech that was used 

in the presence of school administrators and other adults interested 

in this problem into some kind of a campaign issue, I won't even 

charge that they by blowing it up had anything to do with what's 

taken place. These events were schedules, these things, there is 

no question, are part of what the ongoing process, and I would 

suggest this, is th~re anyone in view of the record that I've just 

recited, the first bombings, the murders, is there anyone that is 

going to suggest that we haven 1 t been subjected to a blood bath 

for these last three or four years? 

I think we have. 

About five years all total. 

Q 

A 

How do you suggest that they pegin to -

Well, I just gave you --

Q You did call at the Regents meeting for stronger measures. 

You used the term 11 stronger measures. 11 Do you think stronger 

measures are in order? 

A No 1 we have -- we have given certain implements now that 

the Regents passed, and certain provisions to the administrators. 
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They were invoked immediately at Berkeley. Some of your own papers 

have editorialized to the effect that the administrators were better 

able to cope with this as ~esult of those measures, but what I 

just said a moment ago, I think also there has to come a time in which 

the student body which is the vast majgnity not participating in this 

must recognize they have a repponsibility,, just staying ott of a riot -
isn• t enough. I think those organizations that have participated 

in these things, those individuals must simply be cut off from communi

cation with the rest of the student body and from the faculty. 

They must make it plain that they have no allegiance, no sympathy 

whatsoever for these peop;J.e. 

Q Governor, five weeks ago, shortly after the first Isla 

Vista disturbance and the subsequent jailing of a U. s. Press 

I_n_t_e_r_n_a_t_i_o_n_a_1 ________ e_r_ you indicated tof s your staff had under/taken 

a probe of that issue. It 1 s been five weeks and there's been no 

word. Over the week-end at a conference a Los Angeles Bureau chief 

of UPI made quite an issue of this and suggested -- indicated that 

he had not been able tin the five weeks to be able to talk to Ed 

Meese about it. I wonder if you have a report on that, if you are 

preparing one or what the situation is. 

A I don't know, I could refer you to Paul or someone else, 

I 1ve been told that actually there wasn't anything for -- for us at 

the State level involved here or any State case, but also that the 

man who was arrested, according to any -- the information I received, 

made no effort to identify himself as press once he was taken by 

the police and once that he was in the police station. 

PAUL BECK: That's basically correct. I think we -- our 

looking into it determined that the State was not involved 

and so we referred it to the local authorities. 

Q 

A 

Q 

Governor, how did you talk with Kevin 1 s father, by telephone? 

Yes. 

Governor, you've indicated today and before that the first 

line of defense against this cam~us disorq~t,sihnyou feel, were maybe 

the administrators, the people who run the campuses. Yet you also 

say, though, that you thought the tliajority of those who participated 

in the Isla Vista and Berkeley disturbances recently we11e not students. 

How does that square? 
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Well, tr~. Jr s right, except in ever :..._stance they have, 

as I said, their allies on the campus and they -- I grant you there 

is a ce.-·tain responsibility when 1 t comes to the so-called people 

the st."'(;et people who are a part of this, then I guess that 1 s law 

enforcernent 1 s problem and responsibility. It becomes increasingly 

difficult when the rallying and the rallies or the staging areas are 

the campuses and there are sti.xents and student organizations who 

inevitably align themselves with these groups. Now, the university 

will take care of.its shop, I think law enforcement will take care 

of the other. 

Q Governor, do you think you may have eone as much as you 

can do to find out why these young pErple are acting in thms fashion? 

What motivates them? Is there more you can know about that? 

A Well, I -- I've done an awful lot of study and trying to 

find out myself all these things that are involved. r 1 ve said 

repeatedly and I say again, that I think the students the bulk 

of the students have a gr9at~.n:atlY legitimate problems. They arfot 

revolutionary by nature. Their problems in many instances have to 

do with the educational process, the impersonality of the university. 

Many things in which they do not believe that the curriculum and 

customs have kept up with tte changing times, inability to see 

teachers or to have a personal and human contact,. but so far all of 

the effort at reeeting problems seemingly is on the level of dealing 

with the revolutionaries who have made it plain now that they are 

not interested in solving these problems. They have said they are 

interested in destruction, destruction of the system and that includes 

the university, as well as the entire governmental system, the 

economic system of this country. I don't think there is any 

velationship. I think in the past they made some efforts and 

they went through a long phase in which the revolutionaries pretended 

that their goals were the goals of the students, whether it was the 

food in the cafeteria or the grading system, and so they were able 

to lure a great many students into going along with them. And so 

they charged the first barricade. And now I think the students ha-Fe 

discovered that ha.vi:ng· c.reached that barricade those they were 

following, those they were going with, had other goals and obher 

targets far beyond and they had n<j.ntention of doing anything about 

solving the problems of food in the cafeteria or hours in the dormi-

tory or anything else. And now I think it is time that the students 
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h: .v~ the intellige1 that we have been credit ~ them with, if they 

are the now generation and the best informed generation of all time, 

then they better be informed enough to km:m that they have been 

following some pretty disreputable pied-pipers and they 1 d better make 

up their mind to preserve the university and then perhaps we can get 

about the business of solving their very legitimate and real problems. 

Q Governor, the Berkeley police officials reported a large 

number of high school and junior high particpating in the last week 1 s 

troubl and around the campus. And the radicals take ,,._,__,,_, ____ """" ____ ..,.. ___ __ 
credit for radicalizing a large number of young people in trB high 

schools and junior highs. 

A That's right, and why should any of you be surprised about 

this or any of ps be surprised? If I recall, and a.gain I find myself 

in the unhappy role of an I-told-you-so, I think it 1 ;:: ·seen aJmost 

two years that I stood rightere in this same p;:•::'::.s co~-".fen'"nce and 

said that the SDS had announced in its conventio:1 1:;.;inew policy of 

turning to radmcalize the high ~hool and junior high school levels 

because they believed at that particular age they could get them to 

be even more irresponsible and as a consequ9nce more vieious1than those 

who were a little older at the college age. NOV>J; they have -- now 

they have done exactly what they told us they were going to do, and we 

continue with hindsight to look back and sorr~etimes t!1cse wJ:J.o try 

to warn have to undergo being held up to view as alalfrit:: s ts a;:-;,d 

finding people under the bed, and so forth. Well, we found them 

under the bed, they have come out from under the bed. 

Q Governor, your statement seems to:'_imply that you c2_1. 1 t go 

about solving the students' legitimate problems until all this 

revolution is me.t::ana is taken care of. Isn 1 t something being done 

now on campus to solve some of these';problem~i? 

A One of the common complaints that J ge-;; from a r:-:..i.~;;ber 0£' 

students is that they just can 1 t get -- t:'.'J.c:l don 1 -c, get the t :.Ele and 

the same attention paid to their problems because there is so much 

time and effort being spent now in trying to reac~ to a~d find an 

answer to the problem of the dissidents. I suppcse i~ co~ss u~der 

the theory of the squeaky wheel. This is what 1 s tempted, I 1m sure 

some of the kids think, well if breaking windows is the way to get 

attention, let 1 s break a window. 

Q Governor, that information was available two years ago, and 
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now apparently -- those people apparently were successful in the 

efforts they announced they would undertake two years ago. Doesn 1 t 

that indicate that between now and then the estatlishment hasn 1 t 

connter-acted in an appropriate or at least adequate manner? 

A Well, it would indicate that there are a lot of people 

with their heads in the sand and as I have indicated before, philo

sophically there has been a tendency, particularly in the academic 

community, to be somewhat sympathetic to -- or the philosophy of those 

who are now exposed as reVQlutionary •. · A case -- let me just give 

you ~nether reminder, I told you -- also told you that the SDS in 

its convention two years ago again announced that their memtePa were 

to continue to urge other young people to avoid the draft, but that 

they themselves should accept military service so that they could 

subvert the military forces from within. Now, ~eep your eyes open 

if you want to or not to see whether they are succeeding in that, 

but they also made that decision two years ago. 

Governor, with respect to the boy who was shot in Santa 

~J'bar~,z you said a moment ago it is not important where the bullet 

came frcm, but isn 1 t there some responsibility on th~art of 

authorities to see that this sort of thing doesn't --

A Well, now, wait a. minute, I•m sorry,you must realize 

here we go figure of speech again. I'm sure·:you must realize that 

no one says that you write off the individual who held the gun, who 

pulled the trigger~ whether it was deliberate, whether he was aiming, 

whether it was accidental. That investigation is going forward 

without any ttetup whatsoever. I thought I made that clear when I 

told you that it is in the hands of the Attorney General right now 

as well as the local law enforcemant pursuing their own investigation. 

Of course you want to find that answer, and if there is guilt, delib

erate shooting, then you -- then you follow the proper course. But 

what I was pointing out is this was inevitable. This, as well as 

the other deaths, were inevitable the day that you started recognizing 

the right o~omeone to turn to violence, to use weapons against other 

people. 

Q 

Q 

Q 

A 

Governor, another subject. 

No, not yet .. 

One more -- no, I've got a question. 

Here and there. (Indicating) 
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Q Did you ;;>peak with anyore else, Mrs. Moran and What -- what 

did Mr. Moran say to you? Did he ha~e any advice for other students 

or parents? 

A No, no, Mr. -- I simply called to express sympathy of Mrs. 

Reag~n and myself and I thought on behalf of a great many other people 

for the tragedy that happened. Mr. Moran -- well, what can you 

say? What does happen other than a -- he spoke with appreciation 

of a-\warmth of so many people who have called at this time and 

the -- the great bond of sympathy that they feel with so many who have 

made tt eviden how -- how they feel about this tragedy. And he 

spoke, of course, of this is his oldest son and his pride in him, 

and the example that he was for their other children. 

Q Senator Schmitz says that the -- William Kunstler and 

five of the so-called Chicago 7 have been.invited to the Irvine 

Q~mpy~ this coming Sunday. I'm unclear as to who invited them, but 

I wondered if you ~now about it and if you have some comment on it. 

A Well, normally these invitations come from student group 

by way of their regular process for student groups having -- and 

organizations having a right to bring speakers to the campus within 

certain regulations as to time and place and manner and so. forth. 

I suppose that Irvine is justified on the basis that Irvine has been 

free of disturbances and riots and so forth and they evirently are 

confident that they can -- that they won!t have a followup or have 

violence as a result of this. It is a difficult thing for an 

administrator to know whether he could precipitate viclE:n.ce by the 

action of denying them as happened at the Univers·Lt::y cf .TJ L:\::,oiu or 

by letting them. My own feeling is that where there is or has been 

disturbance where -- as for example at Santa Barbara, tl"w:t'e :c think 

it is a situation inl'hich you are justified in saying no, this js what 

we meant by the new rules, that you invoke the right to deny inflamma

tory type speakers from coming. It gets complicated when another 

campus is involved in which they apparently have been able to remain 

free of such activity. I would like to suggett to the student 

bodies, though, that are asking for these type of speakers, that 

they review their own thinking. It isn 1 t so much whether the 

students a.re able to hear them or not. I think what 1 s involved is 

how far do you go in degrading a university by inviting people to the 
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campus as speakers, lending the prestige of the university name to 

those people when they are literally freaks in a sideshow and they 

have not one justification from an educational standpoint for being 

invited to the campus. And it is about time that the kids recognize 

they have got a responsibility for the name of the school as well as 

just taking some -- some day with all the demands for rights I think 

it would be wonderful if someone would stand up and demand their 

responsibilities. 

Q Governor, you used the word "inevitability" and earlier you 

invoked the silent majority stand firm. Do you have any apprehension 

or fear or worry that the silent majority will not ~- will do more 

than stand firm, will take a couple of steps forward? 

A No, and we have seen this example. I know the inevitable 

answer, you could have used the word again, you could say, well, 

what about what has :jutt,:.p{).ppened) the tragedy that 1 s happened. 

No, I'm talking about recognizing the revolutionaries for what they 

are, and supporting the school in an effort to have organizations 

where they have repeatedly been involved, as the SDS has at Berkeley, 

in the disorder, participants in the helping bring it about, urging 

them that these organizations be declared illegal on the campus, that 

they support not protest) that they don't accept this as somehow 

an invasion of their rights as students, that they take a responsibility 

to note attend the rally just out of curiosity or stand and add to 

the crowd to see what's going onJ that they make it hrnown to individu

als and organizations en their campuses that they just don't 

they are not going to be any part of this at all) in a sense separate 

themselves. 

Q You sided off. I asked do you anticipate or fear any 

uprising from the silent majority? 

A No, and I'm not suggesting this. I'm not suggesting that 

they become vigilantes any more than I'm suggesting that the citizenry 

as a whole become vigilantes. 

Q The Santa Barbara County Sheriff's Department would like 

to see the results of the Attorney General televised before a 

Coroner's !nquse~. Would you like to see that? 
A Well, I don 1 t know what the timing is on this. We are 
talking about an investigation that involves ballistics, for one thing. 
Sometimes it isn't as simple asthey make it look on Perry Mason. 
Sometimes a ballistic test takes -- well, in the case of the assassina
tion of John F. Kennedy it was 30 days, I believe, before they had 
the final ballistic test clearly identifying the bullet as coming 
from that weapon. 

VOICE: Thank you, Governor. 
---000---


